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2 From the definition of <j>n{x) we see that f Q° cj> m {x)<t> n (x)dx is the coefficient of t m s n in the power series expansion about (/, s) = (0, 0) of
1-tS p^Q
Hence f 0 <t>m(x)<j> n (x)dx is 1 or 0 according as m = n or mp^n, as was to be proved. The interchange of the ordef of integration and summation can be justified by first making the interchange for the finite integral and then letting the upper limit approach infinity. Since step functions are dense in L 2 (0, oo), it is sufficient, in order to prove the completeness of the 0n(#)> to prove that the closed linear space which they determine includes the step functions, hence that it includes the characteristic function g&(#) of the interval O^x^b. Thus if a n is the nth. Laguerre coefficient of gb(x),
By (2) the Laguerre coefficients a n of g&(#) are the coefficients of t n in the expansion of
/(«)-/;(exp(-|(i±i))/(l-<))««
This function is analytic in \t\ ^1 except at / = 1, and is bounded in \t\ <1. Putting t -e ie we have The desired result (3) follows from (1) and (4).
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